Harry Hill
Triple BAFTA Award-winning Comedian, Author, TV
Presenter & Former Medical Doctor
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Harry Hill is a leading UK stand-up comedian, who began his career in comedy with the popular radio show Harry Hill's Fruit Corner. Harry is
the narrator on ITV's You've Been Framed and was the presenter of Harry Hill's TV Burp. In 2008 he won two Baftas and another in 2009 for
best entertainment show.
"A comedy genius"

In detail

Languages

Harry is a regular on UK TV appearing as a guest on numerous

He presents in English.

shows who continues to tour with his work across Britain as a
stand-up comedian. Harry has gained a cult following of fans with

Want to know more?

his excellent style and unique brand of comedy. Outside his own

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

vehicles, Harry has made numerous appearances on The David

could bring to your event.

Letterman Show. Unsurprisingly, as Male Spectacle Wearer of the
Year, he was first choice to present The Opticians Awards. He

How to book him?

has also been known to sing lead vocals with The Caterers,

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

covering everyone from Eminem to Morrissey.

What he offers you
Regarded by many as the best comedian that Britain has
produced in many years, and easily the most witty and original,
Harry uses his wealth of anecdotes to entertain and amuse
audiences from all fields and he is continually sought after as an
after dinner speaker and conference host. He exudes warmth and
spontaneous good humour, and it's always a delight to be
entertained by him.

How he presents
Harry's comedy is bizarre to some and it really is quite hard to
define what kind of comedy it exactly is, but the most referred
name to this type of comedy is "Surreal". The main thing is
though, that it is very, very funny!
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